D072.su BENE NON GRANDE

SOUND Audience tape on the good side of average.
IMAGE Tonight's left-floor, hand-held camera gives a film that constantly wavers, as
if shot from a boat at anchor, slowly rising and falling on the swell - so not one for the
easily sea-sick. While also remaining moderately distant, the image is nicely coloured
and well-preserved (no trails or ghosting - see below) and neither odd video glitches
nor the steady parade of bodies passing before the lens do any lasting harm.

RUNNING TIME 99 minutes, all songs complete.
PERFORMANCE The show starts with a Jokerman that, lightning-quick, lives up to
its name but gradually improves and from LMZ on is not half bad.
HIGHLIGHTS Born In Time, God Knows and the acoustic songs all come over well.

COMMENT DVDs like this one serve to remind us how lucky we are. When I
happened upon this wonderful resource called DVDylan, I expected to see lots of
recordings like this - competently taped, carefully assembled and generously circulated,
but, though enjoyable enough, still unmistakably amateur (see D592.su or D328 for
more of the same). Yet the continual surprise and delight of this community is the
steady trickle of top quality fan-made recordings that far outstrip such modest
expectations: discs like D133.su, D236.su and D322.su to name but three (and there
are probably a good many more). There's nothing wrong with D072.su except that, in
comparison, it's ordinary, which is to say okay but not great. So chase it or not, as you
see fit.
THANKS MR
STARS Raucous (and quickly tiresome) cries of Bellissimo!, Fantastique! and Bravo!
notwithstanding*, I'm going with three and a half.
* It won't lessen your appreciation of Dylan to think critically about his
work. It will in fact deepen your engagement with the art and move
your relationship with it from passive and obedient consumer to
something more alive and dynamic and less personal, more curious and
active, closer to your own humanity and Bob's.
(HA, ER, March 2005)

